Present:  Vimal Chaitanya, Jeffrey Arterburn, Joseph Berning, Shanna Ivey, Jim Kroger, Kevin Melendrez, Collin Payne, Igor Sevostianov, Meghan Starbuck, Steven Stochaj, Patricia Wojahn, Michael Young

Absent:  David Barney, Phillip DeLeon, Sam Fernald, John Mexal, Rachel Navarro, Michele Nishiguchi, Enedina Vazquez, Karl Wood

1. Minutes from March 19, 2010 were approved as presented.

2. Prepare for President Couture’s Visit to URC

   Discussion commenced regarding President Couture’s follow-up visit to URC. She requested URC provide her with actual recent incidents of problematic areas discussed in the URC meeting held on February 19, 2010. Several topic areas were considered for the presentation.

3. Other

   Research Matrix – URC can look at matrix which exists at many universities or they can look at the matrix used by National Academy of Science. Chair Starbuck suggested that URC find the core areas and ask CORC to present to President Couture.
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